SLOT MONITOR REPAIR TRAINING CD’s
The training CD’s are designed specifically for slot technicians. Any technician, from beginner to advanced, can use
this information to quickly repair the slot monitor chassis. We know that a slot technician’s job covers many
problems with many different parts and manufacturers of slot machines. We have designed this material with this in
mind.
We know it isn't practical – and most of the time, not possible – for a slot technician to spend hours troubleshooting
and repairing any one problem. Therefore, the material contained on this CD is basic and simplified, so you will
know just what to do to repair the chassis.
This CD contains two repair descriptions. The first is a text document explaining which parts to test and replace, and
a quick reference sheet (QRS) that is a map of where the components are on the chassis. The second is a step-bystep pictorial with text description of each step. (It is highly recommended that the first time you use this CD, you
read through the entire CD before beginning the repair, starting with the safety section.) After viewing the complete
CD, then go back to the “step-by-step” procedures and begin the repair. When watching any of the videos the screen
can be enlarged to full screen by clicking on the small up arrow and then the full screen box. The audio for the
videos works best through amplified (the kind that plug into AC power) speakers.
Always work safely – please read the safety procedure described in the Safety Chapter.
The HELPING HAND SERIES CD’s provide you with all the information needed to repair the model specified for
each CD.
On the CD’s you will find:
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“Step by Step” repair procedures
Details on what components to test
Details on how to test the components
Details on what components to replace
Details on upgrade information
Pictures detailing each step
Video that shows the repair procedure for that model/step
Pictures and Videos are of the actual model being repaired
Parts lists, part numbers, and ordering information
Signal Input Pin-out, including frequency, pixels, and setup for Sencore equipment
These very successful procedures show you how to repair your monitors properly, safely, and easily

This information is compiled from 8 years of Slot Monitor Repairs, and 18 years of component level electronics
repair.
This information is presented in CD Format so, it is playable internationally – Although it is only available in
English!
The CD uses an auto load feature, and we recommend that it be used with Windows Internet Explorer & Windows
Media Player.

